NZR modellers in all scales getting together to
share their common interest in our own railways.

Regular meetings the last Sunday of every month from
10am at rear of Colin Barry’s garage, 7 Hadlow Place,
Burnside. 03 358 3681, colin.barry48@gmail.com
Burnside
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Celyn Bennet’s Canterbury J has taken another leap forward with a running chassis
and painting nearly completed. He plans to use decals to represent the boiler bands.

It was a balmy summer’s day, and perhaps because of
that those at the first meeting for the year may still have
been in holiday mode. Whatever the reason — and it may
just have been that I was eavesdropping in the wrong
places or at the wrong time — but I didn’t pick up on a lot
of modelling talk.
Very unusually, no-one had brought any models along.
The Wednesday ‘80% Group’ provided me with some
camera fodder by leaving some of their works in progress
on Colin Barry’s bench. There was also Colin’s own
Rewanui house project, nearly finished and looking very
much as it should.
Tim Marshal, having decided to build a diorama based
on a calendar photo taken at Kakanui, had also been
house building. Mention has been made in an earlier
newsletter of his use of 80-grit sandpaper to replicate the
roughcast walls, and in November he was sticking iron
down on the roof. Apart the yet-to-be-attached chimneys
Tim’s model is now almost complete and he had been
experimenting with colours, which to my eye were looking
about right.
Colin was also in quest of paint, in his case primer/
undercoat. He was concerned about what he saw as
excess glue on parts of his model, and was hoping some
paint with a bit of body would hide these. Maybe it’s my
eyes but I found these supposed ‘flaws’ hard to see
without any paint. Anyway he was going to get hold of
some Vallejo primer/undercoat.
In the words of the Newcastle Song, don’t you ever let a
chance go by, and so it was that Colin with an ample
supply of manpower available tasked Glen Anthony and
Tom Lynch with fitting a brass strap across the end of
one of his outdoor tables. You need good modellers for a
job like this.
Jason Horne had been commissioning a newly acquired
lathe and recalled the tungsten-insert tools that some of us
had spoken very highly of a while ago. Where had they
come from? Luckily Lawrence Boul, who obtained the
original supply, was able to provide the following

response:
“Not especially easy to navigate the site as it is in
whatever the Czechs speak. The link is to the tools we got
last time. Lot's of interesting stuff here, but it is easy to
miss categories. Payment is also a bugger—you'll need a
bank transfer.
Ludek's pretty helpful.”
And the link: http://www.rcmicrocars.eu/obchod/
category.php?id_category=347
I can only add that these have proved to be great tools
and very good value.
In other news
We don’t often see Kelvin Barry, but a bit of news from
that quarter. Kelvin has just added an extension to his
garage, the proposed purpose being to house his longplanned N scale layout. How can we help? One way would
be by not keeping him so busy with our problems.
Neil Andrews and I went recently to the late Nelson
Kennedy’s home where we were confronted with a
garage three-quarters full of things Nelson had
accumulated over a lifetime of modelling, manufacturing
and shop-owning. His wife Alison and son Nathan
naturally enough want this stuff gone and were hoping
Neil and I could help.
The whole thing is still a work in progress but Neil will be
bringing some items that could be of particular interest to
this group on Sunday. Just remember to bring some cash
please, as you know cheques have gone out and he won’t
have an Eftpos machine.
In all there are far too many items to mention here but
among the things Neil will be bringing are a Precision
Scalecraft (Keith Collins) railway house and goods shed,
and a Littlewood (Neville Connew) station, all part
completed. There is also a box of electronics, mainly to do
with sound, such as speakers, capacitors, etc, plus
several DCC sound decoders from MRC and Soundtraxx.
Neil will also be bringing some things to Arthur’s Pass,
some will end up listed on Trade Me and on a sales
table at the train show.

Thanks as always to Colin Barry for hosting us and to Helen for the usual fine morning tea
Remember

:

Come if you can this Sunday : Leave a gold coin before you go
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One thing to note is that Nelson seems to have always
retained the mindset of a shopkeeper and it appears he
never bought one; always half a dozen. So there’s plenty
to go around, but some of these bulk supplies could also
form the basis of a little business of some sort.

Nathan, with our help, will also be arranging a garage
sale. No date yet but I will email everyone when I have
one.
—Peter

Tim Marshall is basing a diorama on this 1963 scene near the McDonald’s Lime Co’s Whitecraig works at Kakanui, which
was connected to the SIMT by an 8km branch line. The loco is an ex NZR D class. George Emerson photo courtesy Passing
Trains calendar 2011.
Left: Tim’s
scratchbuilt 1:64
interpretation of the
Kakanui house
(crooked chimney
only Blue Tacked,
likewise the
windows).

Right: Tichy windows,
nice and fine and very
close to ‘right’, with net
curtains, spouting
above, and above that
the realistic edge of a
corrugated iron roof.
The ‘roughcast’ effect
from 80-grit sandpaper
after painting also
shows well.

Left: Tim Marshall’s nicely modelled
chimney does not yet have flashing
because it was only Blue Tacked in
place for the photo. The iron roof is
also nicely lapped and ridge-capped.
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Colin Barry’s Rewanui house is a twin to its neighbouring
Monk Family house (right), built many years ago by John
Dudson.

Peter Jamieson had to work the day of our meeting but he
emailed these photos of his layout progress shortly after.
Each section sits atop a DIY store folding table.

Over the teacups

Daryl Roe (left) seems to be agreeing with Tim Marshall
(right), while Kevin Leigh keeps a watching brief.
Colin Barry (right) and David Maciulaitis chatting happily.
Colin had a recent stay in hospital following an attack of
severe back pain. Pleasing to report, a battery of tests has
found nothing wrong so far.

What are friends for if you can’t rope them in to do a bit of DIY to attach a brass strap to a cracked
outdoor table? In this case it was Glen Anthony with a little help from Tom Lynch, supervision from Colin
and Kevin Leigh and ‘helpful’ comments from many others.
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More of Celyn’s J
Celyn Bennet photos

In a happy blending of technologies, Celyn Bennet cut and soldered metal to make the engine and tender frames for his
Canterbury J. That also included the crosshead and slidebars as well as the cab parts. But just as happily, for the boiler and
boiler fittings, steam chest, tender and other bits, Celyn turned to 3D prints from his own printer and own CAD designs. He
reports that the chassis is running nicely on DC but at the moment there is still a printing glitch with the tender body.

AP21
Nelson Kennedy’s
Models and modelling supplies
When Nelson Kennedy moved on
he didn’t take much with him
Now it has to go

Arthur’s Pass modelling weekend
Friday 26 March- Sunday 28 March

Only a couple of places left
so leave it no longer
To register your interest, email Tim Marshall:
marshalltimj@gmail.com

Nothing has been listed yet but things
available on Sunday will include castings
and detail parts, a partly built Precision
Scalecraft railway house, goods shed and
Littlewood station.
There will also be several DCC sound
decoders by MRC and Soundtraxx.
In a few weeks there will be a garage sale,
details of which will be circulated to this
email list

Cost if you’re wondering is $80, up just a little from
the last few years, includes transport where needed
and all meals except Saturday dinner
January roll call:
Glen Anthony
Colin Barry
Jessy Blunsdon
Paul Christensen
Jason Horne
Kevin Leigh
Tom Lynch
Left: The cover of
the of the new look
Journal, look out for
it from early March
or better still, join
the Guild

David Maciulaitis
Tim Marshall
Jason McFadden
Daryl Roe
Reuben Romany
Peter Ross

An OnLine wooden L wagon sprayed with Vallejo
Air acrylics with the combined airbrush/
compressor mentioned in the January newsletter.
Marketed as Neat and Handy from
www.neatandhandy.com
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Who’s who
One thing that is not different is the committee, all
members of which have agreed to carry on, as has our
very able leader, Craig Galilee. Committee members and
their responsibilities are as follows: Clive Anderson
(secretary/venue), Alan Guy (treasurer/registrations),
Trevor Corrin, John Dudson and Phil Cossar (tour and inhouse layouts/trade stands), Stan Agar (US modelling),
Colin and Jan Fortune (logistics and partner programme
respectively), Julian Allom (website/graphic design) and
Peter Ross (clinics/workshops/competition liaison/
publicity).
Special guest
One major disappointment is that Britain’s well-known
YouTuber, Kathy Millatt, who was to have been our main
guest, can no longer commit. In her words, she doesn’t
want to make a promise she can’t keep.
As seems wise at the moment, we have begun sounding
out some excellent candidates from Australia.

Same city, new convention, new look.
That new look was devised for the committee by
Christchurch MRC member and graphic designer, Julian
Allom. The Rogers K (which as the eagle-eyed will soon
notice has been reversed), while being an NZR engine was
built in America, and thus relates to two of the main
strands of railway modelling in NZ. The Chalice (right) is a
modern sculpture that at the moment is more emblematic
of Cathedral Square than the cathedral itself, the
restoration of which is currently in the deconstruction
phase. The tram — another rail vehicle — operates the City
Loop, and this one being from Dunedin helps symbolise
the convention’s national reach. In the background behind
the tram, and perhaps difficult for those outside of
Christchurch to recognise because it’s so new, is Te Pae
the new Convention Centre.

The convention that never was because of Covid-19 is
now ‘back on track’. Not necessarily bigger or better — we
had a bang-up show arranged when the curtain came
down in 2020 — but inevitably different.
The venue
After a bit of a wobble when it looked like a sports
tournament might have taken our spot, we have again
been fortunate to secure major parts of the St Andrews
College campus. This includes use a large gymnasium
and the modern new chapel. And of course on-site
accommodation, which is both handy and economical.

The St Andrews College Chapel, like the rest of the school,
is equipped with the very latest in digital technology. We
plan to use it at times when we all get together, such as for
keynote presentations.

The One Track Minds modular layout is expected to be one of
the larger in-house layouts at the Back on Track Convention.
In a typical scene, double-headed DJs bring a train of empty
highsiders back to the West Coast for another load of black
gold.

Website
The website will soon be back up with a new look and
right up-to-date information. Check it out in a week or two:
www.modelrailcon.co.nz

Some of the late Roger Bennetts’ fine work on the NZR
section of the the Garden City MRC’s 16.5mm layout, which
also has areas scenicked for American and European trains.
There are also N gauge American and British OO layouts in
the cub’s building at Ferrymead.

